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I . Abstract of Original Project Proposal 

The extension of an on-going program in Low Energy X-Ray 
and Electron Physics is proposed for the following specific 
application to Laser Produced Plasma Research; 

For immediate application to the development of 1 p-sec 
x-ray streak and framing cameras as required for high 
resolution compression and emission studies--Detaned 
studies of the electron emission spectra (secondary, Auger 
and photoelectron) from photocathode materials and of the 
parameters that determine the shape of the electron energy 
distr ibut ion and of the conversion eff iciency for the 
0.1 to 10 keV region. 

II. Technical Scope of Project 

Task 1: Measure the secondary photoelectron spectra of 
University-supplied x-ray cathodes with x-rays 
in the 1-10 keV range. Correct measurements to 
absolute energy distr ibutions and to absolute 
yields at the cathode. 

Task 2: 

Task 3: 
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Attempt to extend the work in Task 1 to the 100 eV 
to 1 keV range, investigating appropriate photo-
cathode substrates. 
Evaluate photocathode substrates which will perform 
at the 1 keV level for their suitability as large 
area (1 cm diameter) vacuum windows. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

: UNLIMITED 
5 ' . 
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JI3, Introduction 
The purpose of this Lawrence Livew&ore Laboratory Sub

contract and of its specific tasks has been to initiate a 
greatly needed study in depth of the response of photo-
cathodes to x-rays in the 100 to 10,000 eV photon energy 
region. During the seven months duration of this contract, 
the proposed work has been accomplished and two reports 
have been prepared for distribution and for publication. 
These are presented here and are entitled "Secondary 
Electron Energy Distributions for Gold as Excited by C-Ka 

(27? ev) and Al-Ka (H87 eV) X-Rays" and "0.1 to 10 keV 
X-Ray-Induced Electron Emissions from Solids—Models and 
Secondary Electron Measurements." 

These reports include the following: 
a. Description of measurements made in the performance of 

the required tasks; 
b. Description of the apparatus used in fulfilling the 

task assignments; 
c. Explanation of the computations and evaluations wade 

in the course of the work; and 
d. The conclusions reached based on the research accomplished 

under the Technical Scope of Work, 

^ ^ flftfflfe BURTON I." HENKE 
Principal Investigator 
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SECONDARY ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 

GOLD AS EXCITED BY C-Ka (277 eV; AND Al -K a (1487 eV) X-RAYS 

Burton L, Henke and Jerel A. Smith 

University of Hawaii 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

and 

David T. Attwood 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
Livermore, California 94550 

ABSTRACT 

The secondary electron energy distributions for a gold 
photocctthode as excited by C-K a (277 eV) and Al-K a (H87 eV) 
x-rays have been measured. The shape of the energy 
distributions are essentially the same for these two x-ray 
photon excitation energies. For thick, evaporated gold 
samples on glass substrates (at 150° C and 3 x 10" 8 Torr), 
the secondary electron energy distributions peak at about 
one eV and have a FWHM of about four eV. As measured 
immediately after ion-cleaning, the distributions peak at 
about two eV and have a FWHM of about 6.6 eV. Approximately 
five hours after ion-cleaning, the measured distributions 
appear as those obtained before ion-cleaning. The work 
function of the evaporated gold photocathode ttmporarily 
increases by on" eV upon ion-cleaning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tfie photoelectric conversion of x-ray intensity into 
secondary electrons' has become of considerable Interest 
and importance in the development of detectors and of 

2-5 6 streak and framing cameras for application to the 
diagnostics of high temperature plasma sources of intense 
x-radlation. The photocathode response as a functfon of 
the incident x-ray photon energy is required for quantita
tive measurement. The energy spread (the secondary electron 
energy distribution) roust be known in order to evaluate the 
time resolution of the picosecond streak cameras now under 
development. 

There have been no precise measurements of x-ray 
induced secondary electron distributions reported to this 
time. The mechanisms for the internal excitation, trans
port and escape of the secondary electrons are not well 
known. Considerably more experimental data must be obtaintd 
before an adequate theory for the x-ray generation of 
secondary electrons can be presented. We have initiated a 
program of measurement of the secondary electron distribu
tions for practical photocathode materials as excited by 

7.0 

calibrated, monoenergetic, x-ray line sources in the 
100 to 10,000 eV region. A report is now in preparation8 

that describes the models and methods which we have chosen 
for these measurements along with our first measurements 
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on the gold piiotocathode. In this note, we present an 
outline of our measurement procedure and some of these 
first results. 

METHOD AND RESULTS 

Because the secondary electrons are of low energy 
(typically in the 0 to 30 eV region) a precise measurement 
of the secondary electron distribution is obtained by 
preaccelerating the electrons into the entrance aperture of 
a high resolution electron spectrograph. As shown in 
Fig. 1, this is accomplished by establishing a uniform 
field, parallel to the optical axis, by using a plane 
accelerating grid close to the photocathode. The region 
between the grid and the entrance aperture of the spectro
graph is field-free. (Typically, such preacceleration is 
also involved in streak camera optics, after which the 
secondary electrons enter an electron lens and deflecting 
plate system.) 

By applying such a uniform axial field, the transverse 
momentum of the electrons in the space between the photo-
cathode and the spectrograph aperture must be conserved. 
Therefore, 

/EjJ sine = /I7 simji (1) 

where 8 and Ej, are the angle made with the optical axis 
direction and the energy of the electron leaving the 
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photocathode and $ and E s are these values for this 
electron as it passes through the grid and into the 
spectrograph aperture. E s is the acceptance energy of the 
spectrograph. For the measurements that are presented 
here, E s is fixed at 30 eV and the accelerating potential, 
V, is step-scanned from a value approximately 30 volts to 
zero. The corresponding kinetic energy of the electrons 
being measured is thus given by the relation 

E K * E s - eV + AH 

where AW is the difference between the photocaU.Ve work 

function and that of the spectrograph. 

He define a "cross-over" energy, E^', as that which 

corresponds to 9 = 90° and 0 = <j>', the fu l l half-angular 

aperture of the spectrograph. For a given preacceieration, 

the electrons which leave the photocatfrode at this cross

over energy, t^, have had their angular spread reduced 

just sufficiently to f i t into the angular acceptance 

limits of the spectrograph. From (1} we may thus write 

for EK-

EK' » Es s inV . (2) 

g 

I t can readily be shown that for electron h'netfc 

energies less than E j / , the secondary electron energy 

distribution as directly measured by the spectrograph is 

that of the electrons as they leave the photocathode. For 
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kinetic energies greater than this cross-over value, E K', 
the measured distribution is that at the photocathode 
multiplied by the factor ( E K ' / E K ) . (This factor enters for 
E|( greater than E K ' because the electrons of larger angles 
of emergence, 6, no longer can be included within the 
angular acceptance limits of the spectrograph.) For the 
measurements presented here, the E^' cross-over value is 
about 0.1 eV. 

In Fig. 2 the distribution curve on the left is that 
measured directly by the electron spectrograph for an 
evaporated gold photocathode (thickness > 300 A on a glass 
substrate) 1 0 as excited by Al-K a (1487 eV) x-rays. By 
multiplying each data point (after the cross-over peak value) 
by the corresponding E^ value, the secondary electron energy 
distribution at the photocathode is obtained and is shown 
here to have a FWHM of 3.8 it. The photocathode was 
maintained at about 150° C in 5 vacuum environment of about 
3 x 10" 8 Torr. In Fig. 3 is shown the corresponding 
secondary electron distribution as measured immediately 
aftfc/ ion-cleaning the photocathode. The cleaned gold 
response has a FWHM of 6.5 eV, The measured increase in 
the work function, AW, of the photocathode after ion-
cleaning is one eV. After about five hours following ion-
cleaning, the measured distributions appear as those in 
Fig. 2. The work function reverts to its original value 
(before cleaning). The distributions in Fig. 2 are 
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probably more representative of those to be expected for 

"practical" gold photocathodes as applied 1n present 

streak cameras. The importance of precisely specifying 

the history and environment of the photocathode surface 

is demonstrated here. 

In Figs. < and 5 are shown the secondary electron 

energy distributions, before and immediately after ion-

cleaning respectively, as excited by C-Ka (277 eV) photons. 

Comparing these distributions with those shown in Figs. 2 

and 3, we note that there is relatively l i t t le change in 

the shape of the secondary electron distributions upon 

reducing the x-ray photon energy by a factor of about five. 

Also, we have measured the secondary electron energy 

distributions as excited by Cu-Ka (8050 eV) photons (about 

five times higher energy) and have shown these also to be 

of the same shape as those presented in Figs. 2 and 3. 

A simple model is proposed' which describes the 

secondary electron energy distribution by the relation 

Bt s c o n s * a n t * ,(£K + H)* 0 ) 

in which W is the work function of the photocathode material. 

The model treats secondary electron emission as a three-

step process involving excitation of low energy electrons 

by x-ray excited "primary electrons" followed by transport 

within the solid and subsequent escape at the surface. 
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I f we pick 5.2 eV for the work function of ion-

cleaned g o l d , " then the observed sh i f t of the vacuum level 

implies a work function of 4.2 eV for the gold surface 

before cleaning. The resulting d is t r ibut ions, normalized 

according to peak hught , are shown in Figs. 2 through 5. 

Al ternat ively, we can obtain an excellent empirical f i t 

to the data by setting W equal to 3.7 eV and 6.0 eV 

respectively before and after ion-cleaning. 

The secondary electron distr ibut ions presented here 

are considerably dif ferent from those previously assumed 

in the l i t e r a t u r e ^ when discussing temporal resolution 

of x-ray streak cameras. Based upon the new data presented 

above, i t is now evident that x-ray streak cameras with a 

temporal resolution of one picosecond or better are 

realizable. The basis of this estimate of obtainable 

resolution is the secondary electron dispersion described 

herein and the use of shorter than usual streak tubes and 

higher extraction f ields (greater than 10 kV per cm). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

/igure 1. The method for the measurement of the secondary 
electron energy distributions, utilizing uniform field 
accelrrstion, E s, the acceptance energy of the spectro
graph, is fixed and the accelerating voltage, V, is 
step-scanned. 

Figure- 2. The secondary electron energy distribution at 
the spectrograph aperture (left) ~nd that at the photo-
cathode surface (right) as excited by Al-K a (1487 eV) 
photons. Evaporated gold photocathode maintained at 150° C 
and in 3 x 10* e Terr vacuum. Before ion-cleaning. 

Figure 3. Same as for Fig. 2, but immediately after ion-
cleaning. These distributions revert to ones as shown in 
Fig. 2 in about five hours after ion-cleaning. 

Figure 4. Same as for Fig, 2, but as excited by C-Ka 

(£77 eV) photons. 

Figure 5. Same as for Fig, 3, but as excited by C-Ka 

(277 eV) photons. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analytical models are presented describing 
the x-ray excited emission of "no-loss" photo-
electrons and Auger electrons and the ener'gy 
distribution of emitted secondary electrons. The 
secondary election energy distribution is given 
in terms of the electron kinetic energy, E K, 
work function) W, photon energy, E 0, and mass 
photoionization coefficient, u(E 0), as proportion
al to E 0u(E 0)E K (£ K + H ) - \ Techniques of 
electron spectral measurements util"zing uniform 
field preacceleration and limited acceptance 



angle spectrometers are discussed. Secondary 
electron energy distributions are measured at 
about 10"' Torr from thick evaporated films of 
gold and aluminum at photon energies 277 eV, 
1487 eV and 8050 eV. The shapes of these 
distributions do not depend significantly upon 
photon energy. The full width at half maximum 
(FWHH) of these distributions are 3.9 eV, 
6.7 eV and 4,4 eV for Au and ion-cleaned Au and 
Al photocathodes respectively. The data agree 
well with the model predictions. 
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Figure 1. A typical x-ray excited photoemission 
spectrum. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This work is in sequel to and in support of a recent 
presentation by the authors of some measurements on the 
secondary electron energy distributions from gold as excited 
by C-K 0 (277 eV) and Al-K 0 (14B7 eV) x-ray photons.1 It is 
an attempt to present the basic physics for the measurement 
and for-the interpretation of the x-ray-induced electron 
emissions from uniform, isotropic solids. 

In Fig. 1 are shown the typical characteristics of an 
electron spectrun; induced by an x-ray. beam incident upon a 
soltd. Illustrated here are the sharp photoelectron and Auger 
electron "no-loss" lines with their characteristic energy U.s 
tail structure, along with the low energy secondary electron 
distribution. In contrast to UV-excited electron spectra, 
here the photoelectrons and the principal, sharp Auger elec
tron emissions are well outside the low energy, secondary 
electron energy region. The secondary electron spectrum peaks 
at about one to two eV and has a full width at half maximum 
(FHHH) that is usually below ten eV. In this 0 to 30 eV 
interval are typically from fifty percent to ninety percent 
of the total number of electrons emitted for photon excitation 
in the 100 to 10,000 eV region. 

The x-ray excited electron spectra constitute a unique 
"window" into the solid and its electron excitation, transport 
and escape processes. When a thorough understanding of the 
physics of these processes is gained, electron spectroscopy 



can provide an important quantitative basis for the physical 

and chemical analysis of solids. The electron spectroscopy 

for chemical analysis (referred to as ESCA or XPS) has 

become n we'll recognized research area within the last ten 

years. 2 

The photoelectric conversion of x-ray intensity into 

electron emission can provide an important practical basis 

for x-ray intensity measurement. X-ray photoelectric 

detectors are vacuum devices and, unlike gas ionization 

detectors, can be windowless. A unique advantage or the 

photoelectric detector is that i t can be applied effect ively 

over a wide band of photon energies. 3»* 

A very recent application of secondary electron detectors 

has been in the development of streak and framing cdmeras for 

the diagnostics of x-ray bursts from laser produced plasmas. 

The time spread in the photoconverted secondary electron 

emission per photon is probably of the order of 10"" ' seconds, 

and the energy spread is of the order of ten eV. An x-ray 

source can be imaged and photoconverted to an electron source 

which may then be reimaged down a streak or framing camera 

tube with an accelerating electron lens system. The time 

history of an x-ray event can be obtained by a fast trans

verse deflection of this image, for example, to form a 

"streak" pattern with a time resolutinii in the picosecond 

r a n g e . 1 , s " ' 

In order to support research and application in x-ray 
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photoemission, considerably more theoretical and experimental 

work should be done on the development of a quantitative 

relationship between the electron emission spectrum, the 

incident photon energy and the characteristics of the photo-

cathode. There is no complete theory of x-ray photoeroission 

that is available at this time. A few models have been 

proposed for the intensity of the photoelectron and Auger 

electron emiss ions . 1 ' " 1 3 Essentially none have been proposed 

for the x-ray generation of secondary electron d is t r ibut ions. 

And there have been no experimental x-ray induced secondary 

electron spectra reported. 

In this paper we f i r s t present a basic model for x-ray 

photoemission, directing most of our description to the more 

complex secondary electron generation process. In a fol low

ing section we discuss the relationship between an experimen

ta l l y measured spectrum and the desired electron optical 

brightness spectrum at the photocathode source. F inal ly , we 

present some f i r s t measurements of the secondary electron 

energy distr ibut ions from gold and aluminum photocathodes, 

as excited by x-rays in the 100 to 10,000 eV region, along 

with the distr ibut ion functions that are predicted by our 

model. I t is hoped that this i n i t i a l work w i l l be useful in 

the design and execution of more detailed measurements that 

can support the greatly needed theoretical ef forts on the 

development of a comprehensive theory of x-ray photoemission. 



II. ELECTRON EMISSION MODELS 

For our basic analysis, we will consider the electrons 
that are emitted from that surface of the photocathode on 
which the x-radiation is incident. We will consider the 
photocathode to be homogeneous, with a smooth surface and 
with a depth that is large as compared to escape depths 
of the emitted electrons. Later, it will be straightforward 
to modify the basic relations to take into account the 
effect of thin foil geometry and/or the attenuation and 
filtration of the backing for the case of transmission 
photocathodes, and the effect of a rough surface. 

A. "No-Loss" Photoelectron Line Intensity 

In Fig. 2 is shown an x-ray photoemission beam 
geometry for which the following relation may be written 
for the photoelectrons/second that reach a differential 
area, dA, just inside the surface at angle 8 1 and from a 
distance R within the solid 

i ! « ! l T M . e x D ( . uoRcose1 . JL, 
dt ' o 1 s i n f e x p l s i n * ' A q ' * • " ' 

. . . p(^ IbA) d A W (S.R^dRsine'de1). 

Here I 0 is the photons/sec-unit area intensity of a 

paral lel monoenergetic x-ray beam (photons/sec-unit area). 

T is equal to (1 - R(<f}), where R($) is the Fresnel x-ray 



Figure 2. Excitation-enrission geometry for x-ray induced 
"no-loss" electron emission. 



ref lect ion coeff icient which is di f ferent from zero only 

for grazing incidence angles near or below the c r i t i ca l 

angle for total x-ray ref lect ion. The factor (s in^/s imt 1 ) 

accounts for the reduction of a beam cross section as i t 

refracts into the sol id. The exponential factor is the 

probabil i ty for the x-ray photons to reach volume element, 

dV, within the so l id , mult ipl ied by That for the photo-

electrons, originating in dV, to reach the surface area 

element, dA. The attenuation length for the x-ray photons 

is (up) " 1 , where u is the mass absorption coeff icient and 

p is the mass density for the so l id . Aq is the mean-free-

path for inelast ic scattering of the part icular photo-

electrons. The number of these photoelectron^ that ar^ 

generated per unit volume-unit sol id angle around G1 is 

given by the factor 

where — T ~ is the d i f ferent ia l mass photoionizat' i i cross 

section for ejecting these photoelectr.jns (q-type) from 

the (n,)t) subshel 1 into the 6' direction [ for convenience 

we have used the index q to refer to the quantum numbers 

(n,Jl)]. The solid angle subtended by the surface area 

element, dA, is (dAcose'/R 2). And the total volume element, 

dV, characteristic of the 0' photoelectron direction into 

dA (a section of the indicated hemispherical d i f ferent ia l 

volume) is given by the f inal factor in Eq. (1). 
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By using the "survival" probabi l i ty , exp(-R/A q), 

d^N/dt becomes the number of photoelectrons arr iving at 

dA per sec in the 8' direction which have suffered no. 

energy loss (hence the "no-loss" photoe1ectron l ine 

intensi ty) . I t is assumed here that the number of these 

photoelectronsthat have been e last ica l ly scattered out of 

the e'-cone is balanced by an essentially equal number 

which have been e last ica l ly scattered into this e'-cone. 

The angular dependence of the d i f ferent ia l photo-

ionization cross section depends upon the symmetry of the 

i n i t i a l electron state (n,Jl). A plot of this angular 

dependence is presented in Fig. 3 for s-type orb i lo 's 

(6 •= 2.0) and for some typical p-type orb iU ls (B in the 

range J.0-T.5?-"' 

By integrating out the R variable ( l imi ts 0 to ») we 

obtain 

. d'H i^lsA) _(Ts i n j>J_( ?ns i n e' cos &' de') , . 
dtdA " V dw J p A Q s i n f + upJLcose' • l * J 

As <f> approaches the small c r i t i c a l angle for tota? 

external x-ray ref lect ion, a signif icant increase is gained 

in the amount of x-ray energy that is deposited within the 

photoelectron escape volume and consequent^ there is an 

enhancement of the photoelectron y ie ld . By expressing T 

in Eq. (2) using the Fresnel equation, the c r i t i ca l angle 

generation of photoelectrons has been described and 

confirmed experimentally by one of the authors. , 5 The 



i n t e n s i t y enhancement r a t i o was used to determine the 

ntean-free-path, A q , i n go ld , f o r the 4f - 5 /2 ,7 /2 photo-

electrons (1400 eV) as exc i ted by 1487 eV photons. For 

go ld , Aq (1400 eV) was thus determined to be about 20 A. 

Except fo r the spec ia l case f o r which the x-ray photons 

enter the s o l i d at a very small grazing incidence angle, 

x-ray r e f l e c t i o n and r e f r a c t i o n e f fec ts at the surface are 

neg l i g i b l e and then T = 1 and d* = <)>'. A lso, the x-ray 

penetrat ion depth is then very large as compared to the 

escape region depth f o r the photoe lect rons; hence, 

ppXqCosO' « sin<j>'. Then i t fo l lows that 

d3N d o n 1 
ItdF = ' o f - a t " ) pAq^sine'cosO'do') . (3) 

In order to obtain the value for the photoelectron 
source intensity, (d 3N/dtdA dQ)> just outside the surface, 
we must take into account the refraction of the electrons 
away from the normal as they leave the surface and the 
internal potential of the solid, V 0. If we let e = eV 0 

and the photoelectron kinetic energy outside the emitting 
surface be E K , then its kinetic energy inside the solid 
will be E|( + e. By conserving the transverse momentum 
across the surface, we may write the relation 

/2ni(E|< + e) sine 1 = /2mE K sine 

and thus 
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V* Y+f-0 ' 

/ d c r " . l \_ c r n, f 
\dw '~4TT 

( ! - - )+» /3 sin2 ^ 

^ = I - 0 1 TYPICAL 
| P-ELECTRONS 

fais) 
/8=2.0"S-ELECTRONS 

Figure 3. The photoelectron angular d istr ibut ion for 
s_ and typical £ states. 



The solid angle, d(2, corresponding to the e'-cone of 
photoelectrons inside the solid, is 

dn = Znsinede 

and using (4) and the d i f f e r e n t i a l of ( 4 ) , we may then 

express dfi as 

HO - ( £ K + c > 2nsinO'cosQ'd5' 
l EK ' coso 

D iv id ing (3) by dt! we obtain the "no- loss" photoelectron 

i n t e n s i t y 

d 3 N D E K da n „ 

ra«5B 'otfjprrX—3st)q(p»q)cose 

= B pcosB. (5) 

The quantity, B p I is the electron optical briohtness 1 6 for 
the "no-loss" photoelectrons at the emitter surface. If 
the internal photoelectron distribution can be approximated 
as an isotropic distribution (replacing ( ^ ) by (-g~)). 
B p would be independent of 6, and (d3N/dtdAd!2) would vary 
as the cose. Whenever the internal electrons are generated 
isotropically (as will be the case for Auger electrons and 
for the secondary electrons}, this relation (Lambert's 
Law) will result, 

From Eq. (4) it is seen that 8 becomes equal to TT/2 
for the critical internal angle 9'c defined by 
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For electrons reaching the surface at angles greater than 

9 ' c , a tota l ref lect ion back into the sol id w i l l resul t . 

We w i l l assume here that the to ta l ref lect ion "cut-off" is 

sharp and that only the internal photoelectrons of 

incidence angle at the surface less than 6 ' c w i l l escape. 1 7 

Relation (6) for the c r i t i ca l angle for escape, e ' c , also 

follows classical ly from the requirement that the electron 

must overcome a potential barr ier , e, at the surface. 

Again, we have le t the electron kinet ic energy within the 

solid be EK + E and ( i f allowed to escape) i t s kinetic 

energy outside becomes less by an amount equal to the 

barrier energy and thus equal to E^ (slowed down by the 

effect of the f i e ld arising from the sharp change in the 

potential at the vacuum-solid interface). 

In the photoionization process, the ejected photo-

electron energy may not equal the difference between the 

photon energy and the n,H binding energy—rather i t may be 

less because of a simultaneous excitation or a multiple 

ionization of the atom (a "shake-up" or "shake-off" process). 

For th is reason, the photoionization cross section in (5) 

may need to be reduced. Also, for electrons from other 

than the s-state, the angular dependence of the di f feren

t i a l cross section may not be known precisely. As 

indicated in Fig. 3, however, i f the electrons that are 



selected for spectroscopic measurement are restr icted to 

angles which are about 55° or 125° from the direction of 

the x-ray beam, the d i f ferent ia l cross section may be 

replaced by the total cross section, a n A , for the 

part icular subshell divided by tor. 

Even more d i f f i c u l t , at this time, is to obtain 

accurate mean-free-path (MFP) value for a given photo-

electron energy either from theory or from experiment. 

The theoretical complexity and the experimental d i f f i c u l 

t ies have been recently reviewed by Sev ie r " , Powel l " , 

Lindau and Spicer 2 0 and Pines 2 1 . 

As indicated in Fig. 1, the observed photoelectron 

and Auger electron no-loss peaks are usually associated 

with strong characteristic loss peaks on their low energy 

side. These portray the strong energy loss mechanisms of 

plasma osci l lat ion excitation and/or individual valence 

electron excitat ion. For electrons in the k i lovol t region 

of interest here, the relative roles of the collective and 

the individual electron interactions are not precisely 

known. Most theoretical treatments for these interactions, 

however, result in expressions for the inelast ic scattering 

cross sections that are similar in their dependence upon 

the electron's kinetic energy, E, and upon the particular 

excitation energy, AE, for a loss process. Thus the cross 

section per gram for either plasmon excitation or for 

individual electron excitation by photoelectrons above a 



few hundred electron volts is usually written a s " 

°n - c, rfej*^ l 7 ) 

where N n is an effective number of electrons per gram that 
are involved in the n t h loss process; Z\ and C 4 are 
constants that vary somewhat according to the theoretical 
model that is used. The total inelastic scattering cross 
section is the sum 

a - Zon n " 

and the mean-free-path, A, is given by the relation 

A = (pa)'1 (8) 

where p is the mass density of the scattering material. 
For any given spectrojnetric measurement of the "no-

loss" photoelectrons, we must apply Eq. (5) as integrated 
over an effective emitter area and an instrument acceptance 
solid angle. This procedure will be discussed in Sec. Ill 
along with that for making a "brightness" correction when 
the photoelectrons are preaccelerated, from the emitter 
into the spectrometer entrance slit. 

B. "No-Loss" Auger Electron Line Intensity 

As described above, the initial mechanism for the 
deposition of the x-ray photon energy within the electron 
emitting volume is the photoelectric process. For a 



given photon energy, the photoionization cross section is 
greatest for the most tightly bound, innermost levels for 
which it is energetically possible to eject an electron 
into the continuum. For this reason, a large fraction of 
the incident photon energy is initially involved with the 
excitation of the atoms within the solid and the remaining 
fraction is involved with the kinetic energies of the 
ejected photoelectrons, Upon subsequent de-excitation, the 
competing processes, fluorescence and Auger electron 
emission, complete the total emitted energy associated 
with the photoelectric absorption of an x-ray photon. For 
low energy x-rays the Auger process is dominant. The 
Auger and fluorescent emission distributions are isotropic 
in direction in contrast to that of photoelectron emission. 
Because, as noted earlier, only a very small fraction of 
the x-ray energy can be absorbed within the escape depths 
for electron emission, the subsequent contribution to the 
total absorbed energy, deposited by the fluorescent com
ponent, will be negligible as compared to that deposited 
by the incident x-ray beam. 

The cross section per unit volume and per unit solid 
angle for the it'1 Auger line associated with a series 
initiated by an n,X. photoionization may be written in a 
simpli fi?d form 



where u , is the fluorescence yield for the n,% level and 
fi is the relative weight for the ith line of the corres
ponding Auger electron series. 2 2 Substituting this for 
the photoelectric cross section per unit volume in (5), 
we obtain an expression for the "no-loss" Auger electron 
emission intensity at the emitter surface 

TOE4 • »o I T ^ ( « K f ^ J c o s e i9) 

= B.cose 

where A, is the MFP value for the ith Auger electrons. 
Because the Auger electron emission intensity is also 

proportional to the photoiom'2ation cross section, o n j, 
the x-ray excited, dominant Auger electron lines will also 
be associated with the deeper lying atomic levels. (This 
is in contrast with the excitation of Auger electrons by a 
primary electron beam. The electron ionization cross 
sections are largest for the outer, loosely bound electrons 
and therefore the dominant Auger lines in the electron 
excited spectra are usually associated with these higher 
lying atomic levels.) 

C. "No-Loss" Secondary Electron Distribution Intensity 

As defined in Fig. 1. the secondary electron 
distribution lies in the 0 to 30 eV range of emitted 
electron kinetic energy, peaking at one or two eV and with 
FWHH values of less than ten eV. Vary little experimental 



data or theoretical calculations of the x-ray excited 

secondary electron distr ibut ions are available at this 

time. However, a considerable amount of work has been 

reported on fast-electron excited secondary emission 

which, to some extent, can be helpful in the interpretation 

of x-ray excited secondar ies. 2 3 " 2 6 Partly based upon this 

work, we would l ike to establish here a simple model for 

x-ray excited secondary electron emission. But instead of 

considering the primary electrons to have a common i n i t i a l 

energy and direction (the usual case for the description 

of fast electron excitation) we w i l l consider the "primaries" 

to consist of photoelectrons and Auger electrons of many 

i n i t i a l energies and essentially an isotropic distr ibut ion 

in direct ion. Furthermore, we w i l l assume t.'/at the x-ray 

beam that generates this collection of "primaries" penetrates 

the saraple to depths that are very large as compared to the 

escape HFP for the secondary electrons. We therefore may 

write for the tota l energy that is i n i t i a l l y responsible 

for the generation of the photoelectrons and the Auger 

electrons as deposited per unit in tensi ty , I 0 - -per unit 

volume of the sample as 

Up = p(EQp(E0) - £ E q V q ) (10) 

which is the energy photoelectrically absorbed minus that 
which is reradiated as fluorescent energy. (Electron 
generation by the fluorescent emission would be second 
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order and negligible.) Here p is the Bass density, I 0 is 
the intensity (photon/sec-unit area), E 0 is the photon 
energy, u(E 0) is the total mass photoionization cross 
section. For each subshell that is ionized, Eq is its 
ionization energy, Og is its partial mass photoionization 
cross section, and Wq is its fluorescence yield. This 
expression for the fluorescent component has been 
simplified. 2 i It is of sufficient accuracy here, however, 
because this component is small as compared to E 0 u ( E 0 ) . 

As this energy is continuously deposited, a class of 
secondary electrons which are within the escape cone (of 
half angle e c') and thereby allowed to leave the photo-
cathode is continuously generated. Only these electrons 
are measurable and therefore constitute our limited 
"window" into the internal processes. 

Originally, most of the x-ray excited photoelectrons 
and Auger electrons have such high velocities that they 
will couple only weakly with loosely bound or conduction 
electrons so as to excite a class of very low energy 
electrons directly as secondary electrons. 2 7 Less 
frequently their more direct collisional excitations will 
generate other fasc "primaries" which may also excite the 
secondaries directly. Or the fast primaries' electrons may 
be appreciably absorbed through plasmon excitations 
which, in turn, may subsequently decay by generating 
secondary electrons or phonons. 2 6' 2' 



As the fast primaries are slowed to energies 
comparable to those of secondaries (below 100 eV] more 
direct collisional interaction will be involved in the 
creation of secondary electrons. These low-energy 
electron-electron collisions involve relatively large 
fractional energy losses. Finally, as the generated 
secondaries proceed to the surface, some may not escape as 
"no-loss" secondaries, but will cascade into another set 
of secondaries of somewhat different energy distribution, 
some of which may still have sufficient energy to escape. 3 0 

It is thus convenient to classify the secondary electron 
generation into four categories as generated (1) by fast 
primaries; (Z) by slow primaries; (3) by plasmon decay; 
and (4) by cascading. The relative roles of these 
processes are not well known at this time and detailed 
theoretical treatments of only the fast primary interaction 
are presently available. 

For the fast primaries, weakly interacting with the 
conduction electrons of a metal (treated as nearly free 
Fermi electrons), Streitwolf 3 1 has applied the Dirac 
perturbation theory rigorously to predict the energy 
distribution of secondaries per unit energy, E, generated 
per primary electron, per unit solid angle, and per unit 
primary path distance as S(E) given by 



£ is the electron kinetic energy within the solid (equal 
to (E K + E ) and therefore equal to (E K + Ep + H)). Ep is 
the Fermi energy and W is the work function. E and Ep 
are measured from the bottom of the conduction band. Ep 
is the kinetic energy of the primary electron, and the 
constant K is given by 

e'k£ 

where e is the electron charge and kr is the Fermi wave 
vector. (A similar expression has been derived for 
insulators 5 3 for the secondary electron distribution that 
is generated per unit primary path distance given by 
S(E) = ^-^ .} Streitwolf 1 1 hes also discussed the 

effect upon S(E) when momentum exchange of the secondaries 
with the crystal lattice occurs. It appears that lattice 
interactions will not appreciably change the shape of the 
S(E) energy distribution. 

It is important to note that in the perturbation 
theory (for primary electrons of energy greater than 
approximately TOO eV) the shape of the internal energy 
distribution of these secondary electrons is independent 
of the primary electron energy, E p . And therefore, for 
these secondaries, the shape of this function (its 
dependence upon the secondary electron energy, E) will be 
independent of the incident photon energy, E 0 . 



The contribution to the stepping power for the fast 
primaries by secondary electron gneration is given from 
(11) is 

AC rv 
(13) -(f) F= W E S ( E ) d E = | 

where C is a pure number. 

In fact , the tota l stopping power for fast primaries 

within solids is often approximated fay Whiddington's Lav/, 

which is of the same energy dependence as expression (13). 

Using such an expression for the value of dE p/dx, we nay 

integrat i ( n ) for the secondary electron distr ibut ion 

that is generated by each primary electron for the fast 

part of i ts path when i ts energy decreases from Epg to 

EpM, and obtain 

» EPH dEp 

T(E - E F r 

(14) 

A(E p Q - E p H)(E - EF)-

where A is a dimensionless constant. I f Ep^ were 

suf f ic ient ly small as to be negl igible, we would obtain 

the internal secondary electron dist r ibut ion generated per 

primary electron to be simply proportional to the i n i t i a l 

primary electron energy. The secondary electron d is t r ibu

tion generated per unit volume, therefore, would be 

proportional to the total primary electron energy per unit 

volume as originating from the photoelectric absorption 

provess and as given in (10). 
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I t is reasonable to assume that the shape of the 

Secondary electron energy distr ibut ions that are generated 

by the slow electron " t a i l " (E p < 100 eV) and by plasmon 

decay also should not be a function of the i n i t i a l urinary 

energies or photon energy. These processes have no 

"memory" of the i n i t i a l processes. We define X(E0,E) as 

an internal source function: the number of secondary 

electrons i n i t i a l l y generated per unit energy, E--per unit 

photon intensi ty , I Q --per unit voluiitt--per unit sol id 

angle. We may then write 

X{E0,E) = (o(E0JoF(E) + 6(E 0)a s(E) + Y (£ 0 )a p (C) (15) 

where ov, o s and o p are the shape functions, dependent 
only upon the secondary electron energy, E, for the 
contributions arising from fast electron generation, slow 
electron generation and plasmon decay. The separable 
functions of the incident photon uiergy, a, 6 and y may be 
different for each process and determine the magnitude of 
the contributions as it depends upon the photon energy, E 0 . 

We next consider the transport or diffusion to the 
surface of this internally generated distribution of 
secondaries. We can immediately derive an expression for 
the "no-loss" secondaries which have proceeded to the 
surface without cascading by a development similar to that 
applied in the derivation of (5). He obtain 
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when; E is the secondary electron energy within the solid 

and equal to (ER + e). A(F) is the IFP value for an 

electron of energy E. The quantity inside the brackets is 

an electron optical brightness d is t r ibu t ion , i . e . , the 

brightness per unit energy. Again, Lambert's Law applies 

because v,'e assume the internal electron velocity distr ibut ion 

to be isotropic. 

We have measured the shape of the external electron 

energy dist r ibut ion for gold and aluminum photocathodes at 

photon excitation energies of 277 eV, H87 eV and 8050 eV 

(see below) and have found these to be essentially the 

same for each photocathode. This suggests that the inter

nal excitation function, as i t appears in (16), must be 

separable as 

X(E0,E) = P(E„)Q(E). (17) 

This also implies that (15) may be ef fect ively written as 

X(E0,E) = [a(E 0) t 8(E0) + Y (E 0 ) ]a (E) . (18) 

I t should be noted here that we have expressed the 

internal excitation function in terms of a separable kinetic 

enercy depen.i-.nt factor, Q(E) (or a(E)), as based upon the 

experimental observation that the measurable external 

d istr ibut ion function may be expressed in this way. And 

therefore i t is relevant here to define the internal 
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source function, X(E 0,E), only for the internal electron 
energies, E, that are in the range t to t + E^ corresponding 
to the emitted electron energies, E«, in the range 0 to E.,, 
which define the limits of the external secondary electron 
distribution. 

We shall define by OV the total energy delivered to 
these secondaries per unit incident photon intensity, 
I --per unit volume and set it equal to f(E 0)Up> where U p 

is given in (10). Thus U s is oroportional to the total 
energy available as primaries, Up, and to f(E ) the 

efficiency for conversion tc secondary energy in this 
range. The conversion efficiency may depend significantly 
on the particular distribution in energy of the primaries 
and accordingly upon the photon energy, E 0. For this 
reason the conversion efficiency may well change abruptly 
at an absorption edge. 

It is reasonable to assume that, to a good approxima
tion, these secondary electrons are promoted from levels 
that are near the Fermi level. We may therefore write for 

E + E H = 4»P(E ) / (E - E F)Q(E)dE 
E 

= P(E 0) (19) 



where we have normalized the "shape" function, Q(E), for 
convenience) so that 

4i / H (E - EF)Q(E)dE = 1. (20) 
E 

The electron optical brightness distribution function 
for secondary electrons (i.e., the brightness per unit 
secondary energy) may now be written from (16) and (10) as 

B s - pI0(Ep(E) - E iE qa q« q)f(E 0)Q(E)i(E)(^-&). (21) 

Finally, we would like to apply this model relation 
(21) to the description of secondary electron emission 
from a metal photocathode. Because, according to (18), we 
have assumed Q(E) to have the same dependence upon E as 
does the Streitwolf expression for fast primaries, S(E), 
given in (11), we may write 

^ - TH-ETJT <«> 

where, according to the normalizing condition (20), a_ is 
given by 

a • l ^ l M . ! ! ) ] - ! . { 2 3 } 

We w i l l use for the mean-free-path of secondary electrons 

the quinn 3 2 formula (derived for a dense, free-electron gas 

as applied by Kanter 3 3 for low energy electrons. 



b is a bulk material constant, independent of W, and is a 

function of £p and the conduction electron density, 

Substituting (22) and (24) into (21) for the electron 

optical brightness distr ibut ion for secondary emission 

from metal photocathodes, we f ina l l y obtain a principal 

result of this work, 

E 
' (E K + II] 

Bs = a b P I 0 E 0 p ( E 0 ) f ( E 0 ) . F [ \ K - . , , , (26) 

in which we have replaced E by EK + Ep + W, and have 

neglected the small fluorescence correction term, ^^Q°obia 

( I ts effect may be absorbed in f (E 0 ) . ) 

We may obtain the total number of e..itted secondary 

electrons per second -per unit area by integrating 

Bscosfl {2nsinOd8) over e and Ej, ( to ta l range) 

d 2 N « M E v 
dt3A = i rabpI 0 E 0 p{E 0 ) f (E 0 ) / ( £ \ * ) y 

_d*N irabp T r f c »-».- > 
dtdA " 6W* i o t o u l t o ' T ^ t o ) ' 

(27) 

The secondary electron y ie ld , Y, may be defined as the 

number of electrons emitted per photon and may therefore 

be given by 

V = < d f d l J / ( I o s f n * > W 

where fy is the angle made with the photocathode surface by 



the direction of the incident x-rays. From (27) we then 
obtain 

' l t o ' " I F sin* 
(29) 

= Y0/sin<j> 

where Y 0 is the secondary electron yield per normal 
incidence photon and corresponds to the value for yield 
that is usually given in the literature as the number of 
electrons emitted per photon for the secondary electron 
component. 

The secondary electron optical brightness distribution, 
Be, given in (26) may also be written t using Y Q, as 

Bs = ^ V o < g r r p V • <30> 

Finally, we note from the above development that the E^-
dependent, "shape" function for secondary electron 
emission must have a zero value at E» = 0. Our special 
model relations (26) and (30) will rise to a peak value at 
E K = H/3 and will drop to a Fk'HM value of 1.10 W. 

Note: The model analysis presented above has been 
for the "no-loss" component of the secondary electron 
distribution. It was anticipated that the cascade com
ponent generated by secondary electrons that do undergo 
inelastic collisions as they transport from their initial 
generation point to the surface has a negligible effect 
upon the shape of the secondary electron distribution 
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curve. Using the Streitwolf excitation function as given 

in (11), S to l z 5 : has obtained solutions for the Boltzmann 

transport equation to account for the cascade component. 

This work has been summarized by llachenberg." Here i t 

is shown that in the P 0 , or isotropic, approximation, the 

secondary electron energy dist r ibut ion just inside the 

photocathode surface consists of a sum of the no-loss 

component as derived above and a cascade component. We 

have used this result to calculate by the procedure 

described earl ier the external secondary electron d is t r ibu

tion for gold. This sum of the cascade and the no-loss 

distr ibutions has been plotted in Fig. 4 along with the 

no-loss d is t r ibut ion, We note that according to the Stolz 

P0- approximation, the effect of cascading is to increase 

the number of secondaries emitted by a factor of three (for 

gold) and not to essentially change the shape of the 

dist r ibut ion curve. He therefore may account for the 

cascade effect by simply multiplying the no-loss expressions 

(26) through (30) by a factor C 

0. Other Excitation-Emission Geometries 

In the preceding sections we have considered x-ray 

photoemission models for the case of an x-ray beam incident 

upon a smooth, emitting surface. In order to account for 

the effect of a transmission target excitation geometry 

and/or for emission from a rough surface, simple modifica

tions of the results that have been derived above may be 

made. 



1, Transmission Photocathode 
The model relations that were presented above have 

been developed for the excitation geometry as shown in 
Fig. 2 with the x-ray photons incident upon the same 
surface from which the photoemission is measured. An 
alternative geometry, for the case of transmission photo-
cathodes, is shown in Fig. 5. In order to account for 
the attenuation and filtration of a photocathode of mass 
per unit area thickness, jnl, and mass absorption 
coefficient, Pi(E 0)> and of a possible backing of mass per 
unit area, m 2, and mass absorption coefficient, v2> we 
must replace the quantity, I Q that appears in the relations 
which have been presented above by T(E 0)I 0. The trans
mission factor, T ( E 0 ) , is given by 

T . e x p [••( M l(E o ) r o i ;, dE £K)| _ 
L s i n 4> J 

We have assumed here the photocathode thickness to be 

large as compared to the MFP val'.e for the electrons that 

are emitted and as compared to the range of the internal ly 

excited primaries. 

2. Effect of Surface Roughness upon Total Yield 

Very often a photocathode surface roughness w i l l have 

dimensions that are large as compared with the HFP values 

for the emitted electrons, but small as compared with the 

x-ray attenuation lengths, ( U P ) " 1 . This case is i l lus t ra ted 
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'NO-LOSS" + CASCADE 
COMPONENTS 

E K (eV) 

Figure 4. Theoretical secondary electron energy 
distributions with and without the cascade 
contribution eceordiM to Stolz. The dashed 
line shows the no-loss component on an Expanded 
scale. 
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Figure 5. Excitation geometry for photoemission 
frora the second surface (transmission photocathode). 



in Fig, 6. The expressions derived above for the electron 
emission, d'N/dtdAdfi, should apply for each differential 
plane of this rough surface model. Therefore, upon 
integrating over all angles of emission and over all of 
the differential areas, one should obtain a total emitted 
electron current, dN/dt, that is proportional to the 
actual surface area rather than to the projected area. In 
order to predict an absolute, total emission current or 
yield, the "smooth surface" expressions derived above 
should be multiplied by a factor, a, the effective area 
per cm 2 of photocathode. 

III. ELECTRON EMISSION MEASUREMENT 

For the high resolution measurement of electron 
spectra, double-focusing spectrographs are usually 
employed. In order to improve the resolution for the 
measurement of the higher energy photoelectrons and Auger 
electrons, it is customary to negatively accelerate the 
electrons so as to present lower energy levels to the 
spectrograph (for which the relative energy resolution is 
nearly constant). In order to precisely measure the low 
energy secondary electrons in the 0 to 30 eV region, it is 
usually necessary to positively accelerate these electrons 
into the spectrograph aperture. However, with such pre-
atceleration the electron optical brightness that is 
measured at the spectrograph aperture is not necessarily 
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EMITTED ELECTRON 

Figure 6. The excitation-emission geometry 
for a rough surface. 



that of the electron emission at the photo-cathode, For 

quantitative intensity measurements of electron spectra, 

i t is required to relate the spectrographs current to 

the electron brightness value at the entrance aperture, 

and then to relate this brightness value to that at the 

emitter. 

In this section we would l ike to present a simple 

and accurate procedure for relat ing the measured inten

si t ies to tho;e at the emitter for the most straight

forward case of uniform f i e l d preacceieration. The method 

w i l l apply to either positive or negative preacceieration, 

but w i l l be discussed here as applied to the measurement 

of secondary electron distr ibut ions. 

In Fig. 7 is shown the uniform f i e l d , positive 

acceleration geometry which we have used for the measure

ment of secondary electron energy distr ibutions as are 

presented in Sec. IV. A uniform, axial f i e l d is 

established by placing a plane, accelerating grid close 

and parallel to the emitter surface. The space between 

the grid and the entrance aperture of the spectrograph 

is f ie ld - f ree . The effect of the positive f i e l d is to 

concentrate the motion of the electrons into the forward 

direction and thereby increase their brightness. In the 

f ie ld- f ree space, the brightness is maintained so that 

the brightness value at the entrance aperture of the 

spectrograph is equal to that at the gr id . 
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PHOTOCATHODE 

SECONDARY ELECTRON 
ENERGY 

ACCELERATING 
V 1 GRID 

MONOENERGETIC 
X-RAYS 

MGH RESOLUTION 
ELECTRON SPECTROGRAPH 

Figure 7, Method for measurement of secondary 
electron energy distr ibut ions, u t i l i z ing uniform 
f i e ld acceleration. 



The relation between the kinetic energy, E,,, of the 
electron as it is emitted from the photocathode surface, 
the acceptance energy, Ej, of the spectrograph and the 
magnitude of the accelerating voltage, V, applied to the 
photocathode is 

E K = E £ - eV + AW (32) 

where AW is a difference between the work function of the 
photocathode surface and that of the spectrograph. (In 
the measurements presented below, we have fixed the 
acceptance energy of the spectrograph at 30 eV, and have 
obtained the secondary electron spectra by step-scanning 
V from a value equal to approximately 30 volts to zero.) 

The important result of using a uniforiii field 
acceleration is that the transverse momentum of all 
electrons is conserved throughout L;,c region uetween the 
photocathode and the entrance aperture of the spectrograph. 
Thus we may relate by the following equation t'ie direction, 
6, of emission (measured with respect to the normal to the 
photocathode surface) and the direction, tj>, of the 
electrons as they pass through the grid and alsu through 
the entrance aperture of the spectrograph--

/!"£ sin6 = /E^ sin<J> . (33) 

Here E K is the electron kinetic energy at the emitter and 
E s is its energy as it passes through the grid and is the 
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acceptance energy of the spectrograph. 
Let us calculate the number of electrons that pass 

through a snail circular area element (of radius a_) in the 
grid plane in a direction, <j>, corresponding, by (33), to 
the angle, 0, of emergence at the photocathode. rrom the 
axial symmetry, these electrons, for a particular value 
of Ev, must originate from a ring-shaped photocathode 
area equal to 2nRdR. R is defined as shoun in Fig. 8. 
Applying the relation, (22), we obtain for this component 
number of electrons passing through the circular area 
element at the grid. 

dH 
dtdE (2irB,dR)BS0cos0d!> (34) 

where BJQ is the secondary e lec t ron brightness d i s t r i b u 

t i o n func t ion at the photocathode and dfi is the d i f f e r e n 

t i a l so l i d angle of emission for a l l points in the r i n g -

shaped area for those electrons which u l t ima te l y pass 

through the area element, i r a 2 , in the g r i d plane. As is 

shown in Fig, 8, 

dft = {^){g)s ine . (35) 

Combining (34) and (35) we obtain 

dN ^ £ = (ita 2)B s o(2TT5inedG)cosB. (36) 

From (33) and i t s d i f f e r e n t i a l , we obtain fo r the e-dependent 



terns in (3C) 

sinflcosGdO = (^Jsinifcosil'dit'. 

Rewriting (3G) as a function of <f we have 

^ = (na2)B5 0{p)(2*s1tt+d+}co5<.. (37) 

Because na2 is the area of the "emitting" element at the 

grid plane, and 2nsfn<^d^ is the total d i f ferent ia l sol id 

angle (cone-shaped) of emission about the <f-di recti on, ice 

obtain the relation between the brightness function at 

the gr id , Bs , and that at the photocathodc, BJQ 

6\i 
^cos^TtdEdAdaVid " ^ = ( E K

, B S 0 (38) 

Having determined the electron optical brightness at 

the accelerating grid plane, we may now proceed to calcu

late the number of electrons per second - per unit energy 

interval that pass within the acceptance angles and the 

effective aperture area of the spectrograph. As defined 

in Fig. 9, the d i f ferent ia l emitting area of the grid 

plane is ring-shaped and equal to 2irRdR for the electrons 

that pass through a small entrance aperture segment area, 

A, with an emission angle around the ^-direct ion. The 

source brightness is as given in (38). The d i f ferent ia l 

solid angle from each point within the ring-shaped area 

element is equal to (Acos<i)/(Rcscf)2. Therefore the 
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d f i - TTc/9 

dfl = 2£ 
dR = 2o 

6 - f (R) 

(-p-)sirie 

figure 8. The relation between an infinitesimal 
circular area element, ua !, and a corresponding 
emission solid angle is derived here diagrammatical!}' 
by defining the half angles, a and 6, showing the 
relationship between o and a, and the relationship 
between $ and a. 



di f feren. ia l intensity becomes 

d3N AC05<|| 
W - ( 2 iMR)B S 0 ( | a}cos t ( T j ga r , (39) 

E l im ina t i ng the R-var iable by using R = LtamJ* (see F ig . 9 ) , 

we obta in 

d3N Ec 
1W = AB s o(|-)2tsin*cos4 

Final ly, this d i f ferent ia l intensity may be integrated 

over an allowed angle range 0-to-<|> to give 

d 2[ j t s 

i t d T = i rAB S 0 (^ - )s in^ (40) 

The value of the $-11mit in (40) depends upon the magnitude 

of E„. The range in the angle of emiss ion , e, is 0 to i r /2 , 

but a f t e r p reacce le ra t i on , the maximum angle l i m i t on the 

beam divergence at the g r i d plane has been reduced to a 

value given by (33) . L e t t i n g 0 equal n/2 we obta in 

s ino = (41) 

I f Ej, i s s u f f i c i e n t l y small so t ha t t h i s angular l i m i t on 

if i s less than the ha l f -angu la r aperture of the spectrograph 

(and the re fo re not cut o f f by the instrument angular 

ape r tu re ) , then (40) becomes 

d2N . „ 
dtdE = ™ B S0' (42) 
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Figure 9. The geometrical parameters for the drift 
space between the grid and spectrometer aperture. 



(42) obtains f o r E^ less than E K ' as def ined from (41) 

E K ' = Essinz<t>' (43) 

where $' is the half-angular acceptance of the spectrograph. 

If E K is greater than E K', the spectrograph sets the 

angular limit in (40) at $', and the spectrograph response 

expression (40) becomes 

^ = * A B S 0 ( | s i n V ) . (44) 

The measured, preaccelerated secondary electron spectrum, 

therefore, has a discontinuity at the "cross-over" energy, 

Ej, ' , given by (43). For emission energies, Ej,, less than 

this value, the photocathode electron optical brightness 

function, B^Q, I S measured d i rect ly . For Ê  greater than 

the cross-over energy, E K ' , what is measured is B^Q 

mult ipl ied by the f i c t o r (E ssin 2d>'/EK) or U K 7 E K ) . This 

combined shape of the total measured distr ibut ion curve is 

i l lus t ra ted in Fig. 10. In the spectrographic measurements 

of secondary electron distr ibutions that are presented in 

Sec. IV, the E.,1 cross-over energy is about 0.1 eV. Each 

measured intensity point after this sharp onset below E^1 

is mult ipl ied by the corresponding E[( value to obtain an 

essentially complete secondary electron energy d is t r ibu

t ion at the photocathode. 

We would l ike to conclude this section on x-ray 
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M 

AT THE PHOTOCATHODE 

AFTER PRZACCELERATION 

E K ' = E ssin 2<ji' 

E K (eV) 

Figure 10. Secondary electron distributions--tbe 
solid line illustrates the effect of preacceleration 
on the experimentally measured distribution. 



induced electron emission measurement with a br ief dis

cussion of the expected spread in time among the total 

electron group that is emitted as the result of a single 

photon absorption. 

Typical ly, the l i fet ime of the processes involved 

i n i t i a l l y with the generation of the photoelectrons and the 

Auger electrons are 10 _ 1 , , - 10 " 1 5 seconds. A re lat ively 

long transport time would be that for a secondary of 

E = 12 eV (corresponding to E« = 2 eV for gold) traversing 

a path distance of about 200 A as a free-elf>ctron--this is 

equal to 10" 1 " seconds. 

The total number of electrons that are emitted when 

one normally incident photon is absorbed within the 

effective volume might be estimated by dividing the 

y ie ld , Y0 (electrons per incident photon), by the fraction 

of the incident photons that are absorbed in the effective 

emission depth, t . This is 

n = Y 0 / V p t . (45) 

u is the mass x-ray absorption coefficient and p the mass 

density for the photocathode. 

If a pulse counting measurement with an electron 

multiplier is used to measure the yield, each pulse must 

correspond to the mean number of electrons emitted as a 

group as excited by a single photon because the response 
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time of the electron multiplier is very large as compared 
tr. IO-" 1 seconds. The ratio of the electron number yield 
{as measured by an electrometer) to the pulse number yield 
(as measured by an electron multiplier) should be equal to 
the number of electrons per group. Eliseenko, et al. 3 S 

have reported, for example, the electron yield for Al-K a 

(1487 eV) photons normally incident upon gold for 
secondaries and higher energy electrons of 0.22; the total 
electron yield for the high energy electron component 
alone (secondaries retarded out) of .041; and the pulse 
yield for secondaries and higher energy electrons of .042. 
The corresponding total electron yield for the secondary 
electrons is then 0.18 and the number of secondaries per 
group would be about four. An estimation of this value for 
n using (45) would require an effective depth value, t, 
equal to about 100 A. 

It should be noted, however, that the spectrographs 
measurement of the secondary electron distribution as 
described here necessarily involves a small acceptance 
solid angle and energy interval. For this reason, the 
probability for a coincidence count of more than one 
electron from a given pulse group is essentially zero. An 
electrometer measurement or the more sensitive electron 
counting measurement should yield the same spectral 
intensities. 



I V . SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION-COMPARISON OF 

THEORY AND EXPERIMENT ' 

A. Measurement 

The x-ray excited secondary electron energy d is t r ibu

tions which are presented here have been measured using an 

electrostat ic , double-focusing, hemispherical analyzer 

(20-inch mean diameter). A cone-shaped acceptance geometry 

with a half-angle of two to three degrees was established 

for these measurements by effective stops between thr exit 

aperture and the electron mul t ip l ier detector. An 

acceptance energy of 30 eV was f ixed, sett ing ihe energy 

resolution at somewhat less than 0.1 eV. As sliwn in 

Fig. 7, preacceleration to this acceptance enert". is 

obtained with a uniform, axial f i e l d , and the s; ctra are 

obtained by step-scanning the potential of the p'.otocathode. 

For this preliminary study, monoenergetic x-rays were 

obtained by low-voltage excitation of C-Ka [211 eV) 

(graphited anode), Al-K 0 (1487 eV) and Cu-Ka (8050 eV), 

using a two-kilowatt demountable source and f i l t e r s of 

50 ug/cm* carbon f o i l , 1.6 mg/cm! aluminum f o i l and 22 mg/cm2 

copper f o i l respect ively. 3 6 

The present system operates in the low 10" 6 Torr 

region using a cluster of f ive 40 l i ter-per-sec ion pumps 

and a titanium sublimation pumping section. 
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B. Photocathodes 

The sample chamber accomodates four, 4 cm x 4 cm, 
photocathodes on a rotating holder that is usually held at 
150° C and allows the sample to be either under an ion 
bombardment cleaning gun or within the acceptance cone of 
the spectrograph. 

The photocathodes which have been studied here were 
of evaporated gold and aluminum upon optical quality glass 
substrates. V'e have found evaporated gold films of 
thicknesses in the 100 to 1000 A range to be stable at 
150° C. 50 A gold films were stable at room tempera
ture but not at 150° C. "Thick" samples (for which there 
was no effect of the substrate for x-ray excited secondary 
electron emission) were about 100 A or greater for the 
277 eV and 1487 eV radiations and about 400 A or greater 
for the 8050 eV radiation for gold. The data that are 
presented here are for aluminum and gold evaporated films 

approximately 1000 A in thickness. 
The characteristics of these photocathodes which 

determine the shape and magnitude of the secondary electron 
distributions are very sensitive to the treatment history 
;nd to the vacuum environment of the photocathode surface. 
IT Figs. 11 and 12 are shown the measured secondary electron 
distributions from gold before and immediately after ion-
cleaning (2.5 yA/cm 2 of 600 eV Ar for 20 minutes). The 



CM(j, (277_cV! ON GOLD 

EXPERIMENTAL FWMM - 4.1 »v 

Al-K» (1487 eV) ON GOLD 

EXPERIMENTAL FWHM - 3.0 oV 

Cu-KB(0Q5OeV) ON GOLD 

EXPERIMENTAL FWHM - 3.9 oV 

(EK + J . ? ) " 

Figure 11. Secondary electron distributions from aold 
at 150° C in a 3 x 10" B Torr vacuum. The lower of'each 
set of curves is the distribution as measured by the 
spectropraph. The upper curve has been adjusted for 
briphtness and is the distribution at the photocathode 
surface (see Fig. 10). 
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E K U V ) • 

Figure 12. Same as for Fit]. 11 but immediately a f ter 
ion-c leaning. About f ive hours a f te r ion-cleaning 
these d is t r ibu t ions revert to those seen in Fig. 11. 



photocathodes were at 150° C and in a vacuum environment 

of about 3 x 10" e Torr. Upon ion-cleaning the work 

function of the gold photocathode increases by one eV, and 

the FWHK of the distr ibut ion increases from about 3.9 eV 

to about 6.7 eV. About f ive hours after ion-cleaning, the 

secondary electron distr ibutions revert to those shown in 

Fig. 11. Those in Fig. 12 can be reproduced upon repeated 

ion-cleaning. Ion-cleaning of the aluminum photocathodes 

produced, under the same conditions, the reproducible 

patterns shown m Fig. 13. For the aluminum 

photocathodes, however, there was no signi f icant increase 

of the FUHM after 20 minutes of ion-cleaning. 

The photocathode characteristics that are presented 

in Fig. 11 are probably more representative, p; ' ' . is tinr 

of those of practical photo diodes and streak c. ras. 

Note: These secondary electron distr ibutions for "thick" 

gold ond aluminum films were not s igni f icant ly changed upon 

heating the sample 'o 150° C. 

C. The £K-0ependence 

Using the theoretical results of St re i twol f 3 1 for 

secondary electron exci tat ion, those of Quinn 3 2 for the 

low energy electron mean-free-path, and the conclusion of 

Stolz S l ' that cascading broadens the secondary electron 

distr ibut ion only s l igh t l y , we have obtained the expression 

for the EK-dependence of the secondary electron distr ibut ion 
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C-K„ [277 oV) ON ALUMINUM (ION-CLEANED] 

EXPERIMENTAL FWHM - 4.2 «V 

A l - K ; (1407 c-V) ON ALUMINUM (ION-CLEANED) 

EXPERIMENTAL RYHM - 1.6 cV 

<E K+3.7) f l 

E K ( tV) >• 

Cu-K a ( 8 0 5 0 cV] ON ALUMINUM (ION-CLEANED) 

EXPERIMENTAL FWHM - 4A cV 

Figure 13, Same as for Fin, 11 but for ion-cleaned 
aluminum photocathodes. 



as emitted from a metal photocathode and given in (26) 

(15) h 
dt (E K + i!)" 

He note in Figs. I I , 12 and 13 that for each of these 

photocathodes the E|f-dependence is essentially invariant 

for the photon excitation energies in the 100 to 10,000 eV 

region. Furthermore, we f ind that the model expression 

(46) w i l l f i t the experimental data very sat is factor i ly i f 

we choose W-values of 3.7 eV and 6.0 eV for our evaporated 

gold photocathodes before and after ion-cleaning respec

t i ve l y , and of 3.7 eV for our ion-deaned evaporated 

aluminum photocathodes. Had we chosen 5.Z eV for the ion-

cleaned gold, a value that is usually reported 3 7 for i ts 

worK function, and 4.2 eV for the surface before ion-

cleaning as consistent with the measured one eV sh i f t in 

work function, a somewhat less close but reasonably good 

f i t to the experimental curves in Figs. 11 and 12 would 

be obtained. (Such f i t s have been presented in our 

previous paper1 for these data.) 

D. The E 0- Dependence 

The model expression (26) for the secondary electron 

energy distribution also predicts for the dependence upon 

the photon energy, E 0, that 

jjU E o U(E 0)f(E 0). (47) 
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The p red ic t ion i s that the conversion e f f i c i e n c y f u n c t i o n , 

f ( E 0 ) , should be slowly varying and tha t the dominant E 0 -

dependence i s through the rap id l y vary ing E 0 u(E 0 ) f a c t o r . 

In Figs. 14, 15 and 16 we have presented E 0 P ( E 0 ) f o r the 

mater ia ls go ld , aluminum and aluminum oxide respec t i ve l y . 

(A p rac t i ca l aluminum photocathode is probably more 

accurately character ized by an M2O3 sur face. ) The 

photo ion iza t ion cross sect ion values f o r u (E 0 ) have been 

obtained from the tables f o r the 100 to 1500 eV region 

given by Henl;e and E b i s u 3 7 and V e i g e l e . * 6 

We have not as ye t measured in our work the E Q -

dependence fo r the i n t e n s i t y of secondary e lec t ron 

emission, There are few such measurements present ly 

ava i lab le because of the d i f f i c u l t i e s (1) of ob ta in ing 

w e l l - d e f i n e d , s table and known photocathode sur faces, and 

(2) of ob ta in ing monoenergetic x- ray e x c i t a t i o n of 

s u f f i c i e n t l y high i n t e n s i t y , p a r t i c u l a r l y f o r the low 

energy x-ray reg ion . He would l i k e to present here, in 

F ig . 17, the t o t a l secondary e lec t ron y i e l d , Y 0 , given 

by El iseenko, et a l . , d iv ided fay the E 0 u(E 0 ) values fo r the 

corresponding photon energ ies. This r a t i o i s p ropor t iona l 

to the conversion e f f i c i e n c y f ( E 0 ) . I t i s suggested in 

these p lo ts fo r Au, Sn, Cu and Al t h a t , except f o r the 

small drops at the absorpt ion edges, the f ( E Q ) f ac to r is 

s lowly vary ing , and that the dominant E„-dependence is 

through the f a c t o r , E 0 p (E Q ) . 
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Figure 16. fy(E) for aluminum oxide. Above the 
Al-K-absorption edge (^1.5 keV) the energy dependence 
in Figs. 15 and 15 is almost ident ica l . 



E. The Effect of Excitation-Emission Geometry 

In the derivation of expression (5) it was found that 
except for grazing incidence excitation geometry, the x-ray 
excited electron emission should be proportional to I Q but 
with no dependence upon the angle of incidence, <j>, of the 
x-ray intensity, I 0. This was confirmed experimentally 
for photoelectrons from gold by Henke. 1 1 1 Correspondingly, 
the total number of electrons emitted within a particular 
group (photoelectrons, Auger electrons or secondary 
electrons) per incident photon must vary with the incidence 
angle, <f>, as (sin*)- 1 (given in (28) and (29)). This 
predicted ^-dependence of the photoelectric yield has been 
confirmed experimentally by Ganeev and Izrailev1*0 and by 
Gaines and Hansen." 1 

Gaines and Hansen have also reported values for the 
secondary electron yield as measured for "thick" trans
mission photocathode geometry. By applying the transmission 
correction suggested in (31) to their data for gold we 
obtain the plot for the yield values, Y 0, as presented in 
Fig. 17. within the experimental accuracy of these data, 
it appears that the electron emission for first surface 
and for second surface (transmission) photocathodes can be 
simply related by the expression given in (13). 
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Figure 17. The secondary electron quantum yield, 
Yp, divided nv E0p(Eo), shown as a function of 
pnoton energy, Eg. The secondary electron conversion 
efficiency, f(E 0J, is proportional to Yo/Eou(E0). 
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have presented h^re basic descriptions and simple 
analytical models for the x-ray excitation, electron 
transport, escape and limited-angular-region measurement 
of the "no-loss" photoelectrons and Auger electrons, and 
for secondary electrons from a homogeneous, isotropic 
solid. Such models are actively being applied in 
pbotoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopic analysis of 
materials (ESCA) and are being extended for nonisotropic 
sample systems, "z Because relatively little experimental 
work has been reported on the measurement of x-ray 
induced secondary electron energy distributions and yields 
and because there is a considerable need for such data at 
this time, the emphasis of this work has been on the 
development of a quantitative description of x-ray 
induced secondary electrons which could form an effective 
basis for the design and execution of a program of 
experimental measurement. 

A principal result of our first measurements on the 
secondary electron energy distributions from gold and 
aluminum photocathodes has been to establish the essential 
invariance of the shape of the distributions with photon 
energy in the 100 to 10,000 eV region. 

Another important result has been that these energy 
distributions may be closely described by our model 
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relation N ^ U R + H)-*) with W approximately equal to an 

appropriate work function of the metal photocathode. 

He have shown, as based upon currently available 

secondary electron yield data, that our model prediction 

seems correct also for the photon energy dependence of 

the intensity of secondary electron emissions as propor

t ional to EQu(E0) f {E 0 ) . The conversion eff iciency factor. 

f ( E 0 ) , is slowly varying as predicted except for evidence 

of discontinuit ies at x-ray absorption edges. 

We have shown that the shape and intensity of 

secondary electron distr ibutions are very sensitive to the 

vacuum environment and to the history of treatment of the photo-

cathode. In our present work, we have not, however, determined 

the work functions of our photocathodes for comparison with our 

"best f i t " values for W. I f we had used the ear l ier work 

of Wolff 3" rather than that of StreitwoH and Stolz for a 

theoretical description of the excitation-transport 

process, our expression (46) would become essentially 

dJU ^ f i f t \ 
dT (EK + E ) 2 ( £ K + W)2 1 4 8 > 

where E is equal to (U + Ep). {Ep, the Fermi energy, 

introduces a bulk property of the photocathode related to 

the free electron density.) W-values can be chosen so 

that this expression (46) w i l l also f i t the secondary 

electron distr ibut ion data very closely. In order to 



evaluate the available theoretical excitation functions 
and those for the mean-free-paths, we hope to obtain well 
defined photocathode surfaces of known W-values for our 
next measurements. For example, we are extending our 
measurements on aluminum with an attempt to obtain the 
secondary electron energy distribution for an aluminum 
photocathode with its oxide surface effectively removed. 
Shovm in Fig. 18 are such data for the distribution curves 
excited by C-K a (277 eV) photons for aluminum foil before 
ion-cleaning (aluminum oxide surface) and immediately after 
a prolonged ion-cleaning of six hours rather than twenty 
minutes as was applied for the data shown in Fig. 13. He 
note here an appreciable broadening of the distribution 
curve which we do not find as a result of such prolonged 
cleaning for a gold surface. Also, there is the appearance 
of a broad peak structure in the energy distribution curve 
which may well be evidence of characteristic surface-and-
bulk plasmon decay to single secondary electron's. (It is 
interesting to note that an essentially identical secondary 
electron distribution curve has been recently reported by 
Everhart, et al.* 3 for a carefully cleaned aluminum surface 
excited by a 500 eV electron beam and measured by a retarding 
potential technique.) 

Finally, we feel it to be of considerable importance 
to obtain appreciably better data on the dependence of 
secondary electron intensity upon photon energy than that 
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•Figure 18. Secondary electron distributions at the 
aluminum foi l photocathode at 150° C and in 10-« Torr 
vacuum. The more narrow distribution was measured 
before any ion-cleaning (with oxide surface). The 
broadened distribution was measured after prolonged 
ion-cleaning and removal of the oxide surface layer. 
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presently available (for example, in order to define 
precisely the conversion efficiency factor, f(E 0), and its 
significant and abrupt change at absorption edges). This 
will be required in order to apply quantitatively the 
photoconversion of x-ray intensity to secondary electrons 
in high temperature plasma diagnostics using such devices 
as x-ray photoelectric detectors, streak and framing cameras. 

N 
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